ABSTRACT. In this paper we characterize the Alexander modules of links resulting from a surgical modification on the trivial link of any number of components. Using the presentation matrix obtained, we derive some properties of the Alexander polynomials of such links.
1. In [B, N, R, L, L-l and L-2] the process of surgical modification of classical links is studied. [B and N] consider the case of two-component links and give answers in terms of a change in the presentation matrix of the Alexander invariant B. The general case of the Alexander module A (of which B is a submodule) is studied in [L-l] but only after A has been localized.
In the present paper, the effect of a surgical modification of the trivial link of any multiplicity is studied. The primary results are Theorems A and B. In Theorem A, a presentation matrix for such links is given. In Theorem B, it is shown that any matrix satisfying the requirements of Theorem A can be realized as the presentation matrix of a link all of whose linking numbers are zero.
Finally, the matrix given in Theorem A is examined in more detail. The Alexander polynomial of such links is determined from the matrix and is shown to be highly divisible by the augmentation ideal.
These results from part of the author's Ph.D. thesis which was written at Brandéis University under the supervision of Jerome P. Levine. The author wishes to thank Professor Levine for much help and encouragement.
2. A classical link of multiplicity n is a smooth, ordered, oriented submanifold of 53 consisting of n disjoint circles, say L = ¿i U • • • U Ln. Let Ni be a tubular neighborhood of Li chosen so that 7V¿ n Nj = 0 if i ^ j. Choose a basepoint Xi £ dNi and meridian and longitude circles in dNi which intersect at x¿ and are oriented so that the intersection number m,-• /« = +1 in dNi. In addition, ¿¿ is to be oriented in the same direction as L¿ with linking number lk(¿¿,¿¿) -0.
Let xo be a basepoint in the interior of X = S3 -(JNi. For each i, choose an oriented arc a¿ from xo to x¿ in X. The elements a¿ and ßi in iriX represented by o¿ * m¿ * a"1 and a¿ * Z, * a"1 are referred to as the meridians and longitudes of the link L. The pair (ai,ßi) is well defined up to simultaneous conjugation by an element of itiX.
By Alexander duality, Hi(X) « Zn with a basis defined by the meridians of the link. This basis allows the identification of the group ring Z[i7i(X)] with An = Z\t\,tî ,...,tn,t^1].
There is a natural involution of An (denoted with an The homomorphism h: iviX -* Hi(X) defines a regular covering space, the universal abelian covering p : X -> X with Zn as the group of covering translations.
is a module over An referred to as the Alexander module of L. An important submodule of A is B -H\(X). These modules are related by the Crowell exact sequence [C, H] (1)
where cp is the boundary homomorphism </>: A -> Hn(X). Here, Ho(X) is identified with An by a choice of basepoint xq £ xo and M is the augmentation ideal of A" generated by ii -1,..., t" -1.
We will use the technique of surgical modification as described in [L and L-l] . Let S = {oi,...,(Tr} be a collection of smooth disjoint circles imbedded in Sz satisfying:
(i) <7j n L}■ = 0 for all i, j, (ii) \k((Ti,Lj) = 0 for all i,j, (iii) {o~i} considered as a link in S3 is trivial. Choose a normal framing which winds around each <r¿ once in the positive direction and do surgery on S3 along {cr¿}. The resulting manifold S is diffeomorphic to S3 by (iii). The image of L in £ is the surgical modification LsFrom now on, we let Ln denote the trivial link of n-components in S3 with Xo = S3 -\J Ni and universal abelian cover X0. Let p¿ denote a lift of the ith meridian of L0 to Xo-We note that J2i=i ^»A*« 's a cycle in Xo if and only if X^=i(it -1)A¿ = 0. This is a direct consequence of the Crowell sequence (1). A0 = A(Lo) is a free A"-module generated by ei,... ,e" where e¿ is represented by p¿. ßo = B(L0) is generated by elements etJ (z < j') where ip(eij) -(tj -l)ei+(l-ti)ej. There are relations among the e¿j. Namely, for i < j < k, (tk -l)e^ + (1 -tj)eik + (ti -T)ejk = 0. We also have H2(Xo,xo) « H2(X0) is generated by (n -1) twospheres. Let Ei denote the two-sphere in S3 which contains only the ith component of Lo and excludes the basepoint of Xo-The intersection pairings of Ei and ej can be determined by considering Ei as an element of H2(X0 -in) ** Hci^o, xo) and are given by Ei • ej = (í¿ -1)5¿¿-m S3, these elements can be represented as shown in the Figure (see [L-2] for more details). Note that {elj}i<j may be represented so that when considered as a link, it is trivial. For L$, we adopt the notation X = £ -(J Ni with universal abelian cover X.
With the conditions as above we have THEOREM A. Let Ls be a surgical modification of Lo, the trivial link of n- where
PROOF. The proof is similar to that of Bailey's Theorem as given in [L-2] . Let S = {<7i,... ,ar} be the set of circles used to perform the surgical modification and let an, The relations in Hi(Y,xo) are given by the images of elements in iÍ2(Xo,ío)-Since H2(Xo,xo) is freely generated by (n -1) of the Ei, there is one relation for each Ei given by the intersection pairing. By using all of the Ei, we obtain n relations, Ri,..., Rn, one of which is redundant. That is, From this, we see that A « Hi (Y, xo)/dtH2(X, Y) is generated by e'{,..., e", a',, ..., a'r the images of e\,..., e'n, ai,..., ar under the inclusion Y -+ X. In addition, there are new relations obtained by attaching a disc along o'ix, where the circle o'iy is the result of translating an along the vector field used in the surgery. H2(X, Y) is generated by e?i,..., dr where d¿ can be represented by a disc whose boundary is è'iv The additional relations are given by (7) Ri-. ñd.(di) = 0.
That is, n r (8) J2 \l3e'¡ + J21ij<*3' = 0 for some 7^.
3=1 3=1
That the coefficient of e" is A¿¿ follows from (3). From (1) and (3) we may write r s<t j=l
We need to show that the correct original choice of {est}s<t and corresponding {e^} results in the following properties:
(9) (í)tÍ,-= t£. (ü)e(i'ij) = 6ij.
We need to use the following lemma from [L-2] .
LEMMA. Suppose M is a compact oriented 3-manifold, M -► M a regular covering with ir as the group of covering transformations.
Let Ti,...,Tn be tori components of dM which lift to Ti Ç M trivially covering T¿, for each i. Let ai,ßi be the canonical generators of Hi and property (9) (ii) is satisfied concluding the proof of Theorem A. We now prove the following theorem. (i) Xij = 0 for 1 < i,j < n, (ii) T,Tj=i{ti -!)^¿j = ° f°r i > n, (iii) Xij = (ti -l)Xji for i > n and 1 < j < n, (iv) Xij = Xji for i, j > n, (v) e(Xij) = 6ij for i,j > n.
Then there exists a link with all linking numbers zero, whose module A has a presentation {ai, ...,am: Ylj=i \jaj = 0}-PROOF. The proof is similar to that of Theorem A, and we use the same notation. Let Xo be the complement of the n-component trivial link with generators e¿ of Hi(Xq,xo)-Let {fjj}£Ln+1 be disjoint imbedded circles in Xo which lift to {ai} in Xo such that cr¿ represents ]C?=i ^ijej-Properties (ii) and (iii) insure that ai is an imbedded circle in Xo. Furthermore, situate {o~i} so that {ct¿} is a trivial link in S3. Give each <r¿ the normal framing which winds around once and do surgery. Hi(Y,xo) and Hi(X,xo) are computed precisely as before. We obtain relations n m
for some 7J • £ An. The 7C may not be the Xij specified in the hypothesis. However, by the proper choice of eij and e¿ we have 7C = 7C and £(7^) = Sij. Finally, the 7C can be altered in order to realize the specified X^ by using a combination of the elementary changes described in [L-2] .
3. The Alexander polynomial A of the link can be determined from a presentation matrix for A. It is the greatest common divisor of all the (n + m -l)-minors. [T] has shown that A e M2n~3 in general when all linking numbers are zero. In Theorem H, we show that in our situation A £ M3n~4. Thus, the Borromean rings are not a surgical modification of the trivial 3-component link since the Alexander polynomial of the Borromean rings is (ii -1)(<2 -1)(¿3 -1). We adopt the following notation.
. We conclude with a result related to one of Kidwell [K] . Suppose n = 3 and A is the Alexander polynomial of any 3-component link for which all linking numbers are zero. Then A can be factored as A = (ti -l)(t2 -1)(<3 -1)A. In [K] it is shown that |e(A)| is a perfect square and that any square can occur.
For any surgical modification of the trivial link, we have THEOREM I. |e(A)| = 0 (n > 3).
PROOF. A £ M3n~4 and A £ M2n~4 and 2n -4 > 0.
